Members

- FRESENIUS KABI
  caring for life
- GEA
  GEA Farm Technologies
- Haskins Advisory Group
- Hu-Friedy
- INTERMATIC
- ISM
  institute for supply management
- JAVELIN
  Logistics
- JLL
- JLT
- KI INDUSTRIES, INC
- Kraft Heinz
- LAWSON Products
- MAHONEY ENVIRONMENTAL
- McDonald's
- MEDLINE

CONTACT: Harry J. Haney  P • 312.915.6810  E • hhaney@luc.edu  W • LUC.edu/svcc
Members

- RJW Transport
- Seagull Institute
- Seda International Packaging Group
- Transformance Advisors
- US Foods
- Walgreens
- Weber
- west Monroe
- Yaskawa